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WHAT IS AMETHYST?       
Amethyst is a Role Playing Game presenting a world where a true-to-

book fantasy setting is forced upon our real world.  How would hu-

manity respond?  This is not some stylized view of Earth seen in 

books and on TV.  It’s a world with all the problems, both social and 

political, intact.  Would we welcome the world of fantasy into our 

lives or would we fear its presence? This future spreads from a world 

we know—one where books and movies written about fantasy exist-

ed, forcing us to question the familiarities of the world around with 

the fictional tomes of old including famous works from legendary au-

thors.  

 On top of this dilemma, magic breaks down many of the normal 

rules of chemistry and physics technology requires to operate.  Chaos 

inspires creation and although this influence won’t destroy life, it 

does retard the progress of civilization, preventing technology from 

operating beyond simple mechanisms like windmills and bicycles.  

Where magic is prohibited, normality returns and evolution and tech-

nological advancement can continue. 

 Five hundred years after magic’s return, the remnants of our tech-

nological heritage live in the few remaining bastions—cities many 

like ones of present day, but walled in against the encroaching magic 

surrounding it.  Inside, we have our cars, our central heating, and our 

televisions.  Outside, the fantasy world may be wondrous, but it is 

also real.  People die from the simplest calamities.  Despicable ro-

dents with weapons and wicked brains prey on the innocent and un-

armed. 

 Will mankind be able to retake the planet and push the fantasy 

back into the realms of our imagination, able to resume our bind pas-

sion for consumerism and industrialization?  Is this world better than 

the one mankind squandered? 

 There are two realms of magic: one dark, the other light.  The 

source of this energy originates from two powerful gates, the white 

star of Attricana and black gate of Ixindar.  The main axis between 

evil and good is not one where the law-abiding, civilized nations of 

good battle against the destructive force of chaos, but where the cha-

otic tendencies of life clash with the controlled and methodical might 

of syntropy.  The conflict – at its root – sets anarchy against order, 

uniformity against unpredictability.  Where life needs a level of un-

certainty to blossom, homogeny breeds only death.  The fantasy 

world is not some singular entity, but a complicated multi-layered 

world of warring nations, political strife, and monsters smart and pow-

erful, as well as dumb and many. 

 This module introduces players to several, but not all, of the con-

cepts of Amethyst.  There are five pre-generated characters available, 

each representing a specific build of a specific class.  The full classes 

are available in the Amethyst: Apotheosis sourcebook.  These are all 

techan classes—characters that represent the side of science.  

 This module is designed for the classes included, but a DM may 

modify the setting and story to fit any group.  

 

ADVENTURE SUMMARY     
The characters are a small cell of a large international mercenary com-

pany known as the Iron Sons.  They have been handed a critical mis-

sion: A former Iron Sons colonel, Montgomery Cross, has gone rogue 

and vanished in the deep wilderness.  He has information on cell loca-

tions and strengths.  More importantly, he’s also seen the face of the 

Iron Sons highest ranking officer, General Chauk—a man with boun-
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ties for his arrest.  Chauk believes this colonel to be a severe security 

risk, regardless of the state of his sanity.  The characters are tasked 

with venturing into a no-man’s land where few humans have been, 

finding this colonel, and killing him. 

 This journey takes the group deep into the realm of fantasy, 

where they encounter various fae monsters, suffer a vehicle break-

down, and fall under a pagus attack (a corrupted race of fae and loyal 

soldiers of darkness).  Eventually, they rescue some chaparrans from 

attacking pagus and the survivors reveal they’re under protection by 

the Colonel. 

 Cross is not a danger to himself or others.  He has turned over to 

the side of fantasy, given up his old life, and wishes to remain with 

the chaparrans.  He has become their leader, taking control of the 

military operations against the pagus.  The pagus, a rarity in Canam, 

have braved a water crossing in primitive boats on the pressure from 

their god, the death dragon Reaper.  The dragon is closing in on the 

village and will surely kill anything it sees.  The characters realize 

that, even though Cross has become a bit of an anarchist, he is not 

evil—nor is he a threat.  They must choose to either eliminate him, 

surely dooming the village to the hands of darkness, or leave him 

alive, and risk castigation from their own commander. 

 Alas, by the end of the adventure, their vehicle will be permanent-

ly disabled, stranding the characters alone in the echan wilderness, 

regardless of their decision. 

 

THE SET-UP             
The player group is a five-man lance—the standard outfit—and have 

known each other for many months (and three levels), but have been 

operating the relatively safe zone outside the bastion of York.  There 

have been no major attacks on the city in years and the group has not 

traveled out of view of the bastion their entire lives.  When the ad-

venture begins, the characters already have their mission and are sev-

eral days away from any sign of technology.  So far, there has been no 

incident.   

 If there are four players, it is recommended that Elias Hannover 

be an NPC and remain with the vehicle, avoiding actual combat and 

offering his mechanical skills as necessary.  The other option (which 

is preferred) is to have one player take on dual responsibility. 

 

THE VEHICLE             
The scrambler is a standard echan terrain transport (ETV) characters 

around this level might be able to acquire.  An ETV is a massive, du-

rable all-terrain vehicle which is shielded from outside magical dis-

ruption.  Unlike the ones in the rulebook, this one is strictly a plot 

point.  It moves at the speed of the story, suffers from acts of god on 

cue, and is indestructible until the GM decides it is not. 

 This vehicle is a fragile and precious piece of technology and 

should avoid combat whenever possible.  It should not be used as 

cover or as a weapon.  It is the players’ lifeline and if it is lost, they are 

stranded.  This luxury should not be taken lightly.  If the characters 

squander this resource, putting it in harm’s way often, don’t be afraid 

of destroying it completely, increasing the group’s solitude.  To do 

this, the vehicle shudders to a stop, as gears and pistons fuse together 

or break.  Perhaps an axle breaks or the electrical system fries.  Re-

gardless of its path, it is destroyed by the end of the adventure. 

 The vehicle has side entry points and a rear loading ramp, but no 

top hatch.  It has significant ground clearance and enough torque to 
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drive up a 60 degree incline.   

 The scrambler has the following statistics (which 

will make sense in a few pages): 

 Cargo:  1500 lb. 

 Maneuverability: -1 

 Speed:  Normal 

 AC:  20 

 Resist:  11+ 

 Size:  Huge 

 

GM PREPARATION     
Here’s a brief rundown of the new and modified rules 

presented within Amethyst Apotheosis: 

 

AFFILIATIONS         
Affiliations replicate icons.  Though affiliations can re-

sult in singular powerful NPCs being involved, by using 

affiliations, Amethyst doesn’t force bizarre machina-

tions into effect in order for players to encounter specif-

ic characters (or even two degrees of relation to them) 

in a very large continent at regular intervals.  Although 

reoccurring NPCs are encouraged, it may not always be 

logical for that to happen.  Affiliations encompass em-

pires, cults, organizations, and even entire armies.  For 

the purposes of this adventure, we are only defining 

one. 

 

IRON SONS          
(AMBIGUOUS) 
 

LOCATION 
Seemingly everywhere—the Iron Sons are known for 

operating dozens of cells across Canam.  In every basti-

on, in dozens of atolls, there will be someone represent-

ing the famous mercenary company.   

 

COMMON KNOWLEDGE 
The Iron Sons’ singular leader is General Chauk, 

though the organization rarely requires his guidance.  

Barely maintaining a public image, many people believe 

he either never existed in the first place or has been 

dead for decades.  Chauk’s doctrine is embraced by his 

many cells scattered about the world and they function 

autonomously, lacking little direction from quadrant 
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commanders.  There have been a few occasions where 

cells have united to tackle larger missions but there has 

yet to be a situation where there has been a general call 

to arms.  With over a hundred cells comprised of be-

tween 5 and 500 personnel, the Iron Sons are stretched 

thin across Canam, though still numbering larger than 

any other mercenary company on the continent.  It is 

each cell’s responsibility to interpret Iron Son policy 

which best suits their environment.  Being left to their 

down judgment, not all cells act alike, with some acting 

malicious while others civilized.  Though their mission 

statement includes the annihilation of the world of 

magic and the retaking of nature by the will of man, 

some cells have tolerated fae involvement.  There have 

been occurrences where a cell has been disavowed, 

even branded criminals by the rest of the organization.  

Given the number of cells across Canam, it’s difficult 

for said groups to move through techan communities 

without being discovered. 

 

ADVENTURES 
There are both missions an Iron Sons cell undertakes 

on its own as well as well as those handed to them from 

above.  These usually include missions promoting the 

organization’s own agenda or those of bastions.  Occa-

sionally, cells are hired long-term to augment local mili-

tary, though this usually only occurs with techan cara-

vans or atolls.  Rarely do cells act altruistic but excep-

tions have been known to occur.  Regardless, missions 

rarely involve the assistance of echan civilians, as this 

goes against the Iron Sons charter. 

 

ALLIES 
The Iron Sons are technically allies with most bastions, 

though some cities publicly denounce them.  Because 

General Chauk has technically broken several bastion 

laws in the operation of the Iron Sons, he is considered 

a criminal.  Many bastions have banned the Iron Sons in 

their cities though employ them for foreign work.  Both 

Angel and York have employed the Iron Sons (despite 

Angel officially labeling them a terrorist organization, 

the Sons maintain a public message box just outside the 

gates of the bastion and never want for work in that re-

gion) as well as Selkirk on fewer occasions, but they 

have not been employed by Mann or Sierra Madre. 

 

ENEMIES 
The Iron Sons represent the worst of techan culture in 

the eyes of the echan world so are banned in Kannos, 

Abidan, and Baruch Malkut.  Iron Sons are allowed to 

enter Limshau as long as they leave all their high-tech 

equipment at the gates, but all other fae cultures des-

pise them.  There are stories of whole cells vanishing in 

chaparran woods. 

 

HISTORY 
The Iron Sons are believed to have been around for 

about a hundred years and have gone through four com-

manders in that time, Chauk being the longest standing 

commander in the company’s history.  The founder was 

William Pentecost, a fanatical religious figure banned 

from Angel after gathering a cult of armed soldiers.  

Outcast, Pentecost led his people to what he believed 

was the new promised land where all machines would 

function, a valley where he would build his city of To-

pia.  Alas, Pentecost never found his prophesized valley 

and the Cult of Iron Sons began leasing themselves out 

to wandering techan caravans and atolls.  Pentecost van-

ished, was presumed killed,  and left his fragmenting 

society to the first real general, Falco Young.  Young 

adapted Pentecost’s visions and the modern interpreta-

tion of the Iron Sons was born.  The echo of their once 

religion fanaticism can still be heard today, though 

greatly muted. 

 

ORGANIZATIONS       
Rarely do characters meet in taverns or stumble upon 

each other on a dirt road. Many are not foolish to ven-

ture into the outside world alone and unprepared. Of-

ten, they’ve made friends and forged their alliances 

long before seeking adventure.  Characters can be ei-

ther part of a much larger organization or they can be 

independent, answering to no one but themselves.  

 Players should work together in forging a group that 

maximizes each other’s abilities. They know their 

names, their strengths, and their weaknesses. 

 At character creation, a group of players may select 

an organization.  Being signed under an organization 

offers funds or equipment while independence offers 

the greatest gift of all, freedom.  At the beginning of 

this adventure, the players share the Iron Sons organiza-

tion. 

 

IRON SONS 
The Iron Sons is the largest techan free company 

operating in the world.  They command thousands of 

troops through a decentralized control network 

connected via a series of mobile command posts.  They 

operate fixed offices in both York and Angel, though 

their operations are outlawed practically everywhere 

else.  Although able to function independently, each 

command node can receive directives from a central 

voice, known as General Chauk.  Instructions from this 

authority are seldom relayed but when issued, all units 

are compelled to act.  Only a few people in the world 

know where Chauk is at any time, and his location 

shifts daily. 

 Although the Sons are classed as mercenaries, and 

are easy to hire out, they receive their primary income 

through York and Angel service contracts.  This does 

not account for their entire budget, and it's believed the 

company receives significant investment from unknown 

third parties using the Sons as their proxy in Canam.  

The objective of these third parties is shared by most 

others that hire out the Sons—destroy the world of echa 

and return the planet back under control of man.  While 
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some cells are known to be lenient if not diplomatic in 

their relations with fantasy, most are ruthless. 

 

DURABILITY           
Following 13th Age Roleplaying Game philosophy, Am-
ethyst endorses rules meant to increase player surviva-

bility.  Despite not being included in other editions, we 

support this inclusion in all versions of this setting (and 

its adaption would be relatively simple).   

 The most important element of these rules is sacri-

fice—making the player rather than the GM or the dice 

responsible for when a character's life ends.  Additional-

ly, there are rules meant to impose status affects at sev-

eral stages of injury.   

 These rules only apply to players and important 

NPCs, including pivotal characters and villains.  GM’s 

shouldn’t go overboard—only one villain in a campaign 

should benefit.  As for allied NPCs, the GM must be 

wary of supporting too many “Pet NPCs” and leave it to 

only one or two characters. 

 

STAGGERED 
When staggered, you suffer a –3 penalty to all saves.  

This includes ongoing damage.  Additionally, when you 

suffer a hit which drops your hit points to below stag-

gered, you are also dazed until the end of your next 

turn.   

 The penalty to saves persist until you are restored to 

full hit points or until the end of the battle (not when 

your hit points are raised above staggered).  Special 

healing like the cleric’s mighty healing spell, healing 

potions, or a nano injection if healing above your stag-

gered value will also remove the penalty. 

 Optional Variation:  An alternative to the above 

rule—increase the penalty to –5 and allow the players to 

modifier this penalty by their Constitution modifier 

(with the maximum bonus of negating the penalty com-

pletely).  This could be especially cruel with those suf-

fering a penalty to Constitution. 

 

WOUNDED (0 HP OR BELOW) 
When reduced to 0 hit points or less, you neither fall 

unconscious nor are you required to make death saves.  

You are considered “wounded”.   

 You are still able to make full actions; however, 

while below 0 hit points, you are also weakened and 

unable to rally.  At the beginning of your turn, you suf-

fer 1d4 points of damage which cannot be reduced by 

resistance.  Additionally, any attempts to recover hit 

points only recover half their value.  The penalty to 

saves from being staggered persist.  

 These penalties continue until you are healed above 

0 hit points or reduced to negative half your hit points, 

which is when you are finally killed.  Additionally, you 

remain weakened until restored to full hit points or un-

til the end of the battle (not when your hit points are 

raised above 0), whichever comes last.  Special healing 

like the cleric’s mighty healing spell, healing potions, or 

a nano injection if healing above 0 hit points will re-

move the weakened condition but not the penalty to 

saves (that require additional healing above the charac-

ter’s staggered value). 

 Optional:  There are many variations to this rule.  

The GM can have players make death saves and fall 

unconscious when stabilized or they could voluntarily 

fall unconscious in order to make death saves and per-

haps recover.  This also hopefully removes the player as 

a potential target from enemies. 

 

SACRIFICE 
Committing an act of sacrifice should not be taken 

lightly.  Even if your survive the ordeal, it should leave 

a lasting impact on you (obviously), your allies, and the 

entire campaign.   

 You can voluntarily sacrifice only after being re-

duced to below 0 hit points.  You immediately recover 

from every condition you suffer from, including those 

from being staggered and below 0 hit points.  You no 

longer suffer from hit point degradation from being be-

low 0 hit points.  You also cannot recover hit points by 

ANY means, including magical healing and rallying.  

 You can commit to sacrifice either as a free action on 

your turn or as an interrupt.  After the benefits of the 

sacrifice have passed, the character moves onto the af-

termath.  The important aspect with sacrifice is creating 

an objective—what drives the character’s will to survive 

a few moments longer.  This objective allows the player 

to properly select the benefits as well as creating the 

trigger for the aftermath. 

 

EXAMPLES OF SACRIFICE 
 One Final Attack:  A primary villain or monstrous 

thug has critically wounded you and/or an ally.  Your 

wounds are severe but the survivability of others de-

mands this evil be taken down now and at any cost. 

 Holding the Line:  Your allies just need one more 

minute—just one more—to succeed.  It’s all up to you 

to hold back the masses.  As allies escape and/or suc-

ceed at their task, you fall knowing your side has won. 

 Take the Bullet:  A colossal enemy, either in size or 

importance, is about to execute the killing blow on you, 

an ally, or an innocent bystander.  You leap in and take 

the hit.   

 Rush Into Legend:  You dive into the thick of com-

bat, knowing full well that escape is not an option.  You 

break up enemy lines, throwing them into chaos.  Even-

tually, one opponent will land a killing blow and end 

your diversion. 

 Hit That Switch, No Matter the Cost:  Sometimes 

it’s not about killing an enemy or breaking up an army.  

Perhaps it’s about just making it one more foot—even a 

few extra inches—to reach something important.  Hit 

that button; throw that switch; live long enough to dis-

cover who the murderer was.  It could even be more 

noble than that—holding the very life of an ally in your 

hands, and you simply cannot let them slip from your 

fingers. 
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SACRIFICIAL BENEFITS 
When committing a sacrifice, you receive several bene-

fits.  Several trigger the end of the sacrifice (most often 

equaling death, see aftermath) when finished.  When 

you commit to a sacrifice, select up to three benefits 

you wish to receive.   

 Attack Boost:  When making an attack roll, you can 

alter the natural result by 1 or 2.  This can result in the 

triggering of maneuvers or in the scoring of critical hits. 

 Broad Skill Bonus:  You gain a +10 bonus to all skill 

checks you already have a bonus in.   

     Damage Immunity:  If you make no attack roll on 

your turn, you are immune to all damage.  If you make 

an attack, a skill check, or succeed in your objective (if 

not an attack or skill check), the sacrifice ends. 

 Damage Sponge:  You gain resist (all damage) 16+.  

 Increased Defense:  All your defenses increase by 

+4. 

 Increased Speed:  Instead of gaining a quick, move, 

and a standard action on your turn, you gain a move and 

two standard actions.   

 One Hit:  One single attack against an enemy is not 

only an automatic hit but also a critical hit.  You inflict 

additional damage equal to your level x 5.  After the hit, 

the sacrifice ends. 

 Specific Skill Bonus:  You pass any skill check you 

already have a bonus in.  Once you apply this bonus, it 

only applies to these checks and no other.  Once you no 

longer have to roll for the skill, the sacrifice ends.  

 Wall:  You engage all nearby enemies and said ene-

mies are stuck.  All allies engaged with nearby enemies 

automatically pop free.  All engaged enemies suffer a –3 

penalty to any attacks which don’t include you.  Ene-

mies moving near you become engaged automatically.   

 

AFTERMATH 
If the sacrifice has not ended by the time you reach 

negative half your hit points, the sacrifice ends.  You 

move onto the aftermath.  If an NPC is committing the 

sacrifice, said NPC is dead.  He has ceased to be.  He’s 

expired and gone to meet his maker.  A stiff, bereft of 

life, he rests in peace.  However, players have one final 

chance to recover (assuming they have not found them-

selves in a situation which they in no way can find 

themselves out of.  This is known as a reprieve save.  If 

you pass a 16+ save, you are stabilized but unconscious.  

You could still die (like, falling from space).  If you fail 

the save, if you still want to live, and there is the possi-

bility of doing so, you can recover but at the cost of 1 

point of constitution and 10 hit points which are not 

recoverable.    

 If your fate is decided and your end if near, depend-

ing on the situation, you can still be afforded a final mo-

ment.  Do with it what you wish—yell the name of a 

loved one, make a short heroic speech, perhaps include 

a flashback or two, ponder the sudden appearance of 

cherry blossoms.  In the end, you die, and your allies 

will remember you fondly afterwards (unless it’s not 

that sort of game).   

EXPLOSIVES         
Explosives come in two forms, thrown and planted.  

Thrown explosives are most often grenades, but ulti-

mately, virtually any explosive can throw and any explo-

sive can be primed in a location to explode when certain 

conditions arise.  Many techans are able to plant or 

throw explosives.     

 

THROWN 
To throw a primed explosive (including grenades), 

make the following ranged attack against each.   

 Target:  1d4 enemies nearby or far away (preferably 

far away, see below) 

 Attack:  Dexterity + Level vs. PD 

 Hit:  WEAPON+ Dexterity damage 

 Miss:  Damage equal to your level. 

 Special:  Any targets not hit, as well as those nearby, 

suffer miss damage equal to your level.  This means if 

you throw an explosive near allies (this includes you), 

they will suffer miss damage as well.   

 

PLANTED 
Placing an explosive for maximum effect against a struc-

ture calls for a check, as does disarming an explosive 

device.  Only someone with a background associated 

with demolitions should attempt planting explosives. 

 Action:  If the explosive is already built to be plant-

ed, (like a mine or claymore), it only takes a standard 

action to set.  If not, it takes 4 standard actions.  These 

can done in with any number of allies contributing 

(assuming they have similar skill).  The detonation it-

self is based on the detonator.     

 Explosive Attack:  Unlike thrown weapons, planted 

explosives require an Intelligence-based attack. 

 Target:  1d4 enemies nearby or far away (preferably 

far away, see below). 

 Attack:  Intelligence + Level vs. PD 

 Hit:  WEAPON+ Intelligence damage 

 Miss:  Damage equal to your level. 

 Special:  Any targets not hit, as well as those nearby, 

suffer miss damage equal to your level.  This means 

detonate an explosive near allies (this includes you), 

they will suffer miss damage as well.   

 Wiring Explosives:  A DC15 skill check is required 

to wire an additional explosive to the first one.  This 

does not increase damage—it only allows you to target 1 

additional target (1d4+1).  Only one detonator is re-

quired unless the explosives are spread out.  There is 

technically no limit on the number of additional explo-

sives wired up, but when reaching +3 targets, the explo-

sive instead targets an additional 1d4 targets (the in-

crease is as follows: 1d4, 1d4+1, 1d4+2, 2d4, 2d4+1, 

2d4+2, 3d4, etc.). 

 

DETONATORS 
 Timed Detonator:  A DC15 skill check is required 

to plant a timed detonator.  Timed explosives detonate 

at a set time and cannot be prematurely detonated.  
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Detonation requires no action.     

 Remote Detonator:  A DC15 skill check is required 

to plant a remote detonator.  Detonation requires a 

quick action.  Regardless of who takes the action to det-

onate, who sets the explosive makes the attack.   

 Triggered Explosives:  A DC20 skill check is re-

quired to plant a triggered detonator.  These go off 

when a target is nearby the explosive.  Detonation is 

considered a reaction attack. 

 Failure:  If you fail the skill check, the explosive 

fails to detonate.  Since the roll is usually known, you 

may attempt to reroll on a later turn. 

 Proper Placement:  You can carefully set the explo-

sive in such a way to do maximum damage.  If you beat 

the DC roll by 10 or more, you deal additional damage 

with the explosive equal to your level + your Wisdom 

modifier.   

 Grenades: These explosives come equipped with 

either an impact detonator or a 1-round timer detonator 

(exploding at the beginning or end of your next turn—

your choice), chosen when you use the grenade.  They 

can be thrown or fired from a launcher without 

requiring a skill check.  A grenade can still be used with 

another detonator, but this requires a separate detonator 

and the use of the demolitions check to plant it.   

 Explosives: Explosives all require a separate 

detonator.  Some explosives are not designed to be used 

as an explosive and may be overly sensitive as well as 

cumbersome.  Explosives can be triggered without a 

demolitions check, but one is required to plant a 

detonator. 

 

DISARMING EXPLOSIVES 
Disarming an explosive that has been set by someone 

else requires a check using the same skill.  It requires a 

standard action per attempt and the DC is either set by 

the GM or by the skill check by the one that set the 

explosive.  Unless you fail by ten or more, the explosive 

does not go off if you fail the check.   

 

DIRECT ATTACHMENT 
If you attach a planted explosive directly to a creature or 

structure, you roll for attack but automatically hit.  If a 

structure, it is automatically considered a critical hit.  

 

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION 
Explosives caught in an explosive blast have a chance to 

explode as well.  For every nearby sympathetic explo-

sive, make a 10+ save.  On a fail, it explodes as well, 

counting as an additional wired explosive (increasing 

the number of targets attacked)—meaning it target 1 

additional enemy (the increase is as follows: 1d4, 1d4+1, 

1d4+2, 2d4, 2d4+1, 2d4+2, 3d4, etc.). 

 

PROXY DETONATION 
If a character who sets an explosive with a timed deto-

nator (or one that is not directly triggered) is killed, ren-

dered unconscious or otherwise indisposed, the explo-

sive still goes off per its conditions on the indicated 

turn.  If an explosive is triggered by someone other than 

the character who made the skill check, the one who set 

the explosive still makes the attack, but the one trigger-

ing it uses the action. 

 

ENGINEERING          
One of the aspects of technology is the using of ma-

chines to add convenience to daily life and create solu-

tion to problems previously believed unsolvable.  Mag-

ic, despite being a shortcut, is often considered too dif-

ficult a path to use, but for many, it is the only option 

considering the plague of disruption sweeping the 

world. 

 You use engineering (if you have a background re-

lated to it) to craft and repair mechanical objects, in-

cluding electronics, general machines, techan armor, 

exo-armor, techan weapons, and vehicles.   

 

REPAIRING BROKEN GEAR 
Most repair checks are made to fix complex electronic 

or mechanical devices if they break either from an at-

tack or from disruption.   

 Time:  Repairing objects usually take one hour.  

The time can be reduced to 10 minutes by increasing 

the DC by 5. 

 DC:  Base DC15 + 2/tech level.    

 Success:  The item works again.   

 Failure:  The device is not repaired. GM’s discretion 

whether the repair can be attempted again. 

 

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
If you have the time and the parts, but are nowhere 

near a bastion or a market that sells technology, you 

may try to build the item from scratch. 

 You can only build items with a rated tech level (0-

6).  You must have the item’s cost in widgets (not just 

the uc, the widgets) on hand.  The item’s TL is the 

time in days it takes to build the item.  You need at 

least 6 hours of work on the item for it to be considered 

a day’s work.  At the end of each day, you must make an 

engineering check to beat the build DC.  If you beat 

the DC, you count the day in question towards the time 

required to build the item.  TL0 items and items with-

out a listed level take one day to construct.  Vehicles 

and exo-armor take twice as long.  You cannot build 

demolitions, medical, or repair kits, or boosters or medi-

cal injections.   

 Failure:  If you fail, the work time is wasted (1 day) 

but the widgets are not.   

 

REVERSE ENGINEERING 
You can use engineering to convert found technology 

into widgets to be used in the creation of other technol-

ogy, and to figure out how the item works in the case of 

unfamiliar devices.   

 Time: 1 hour.  Reverse engineering destroys the 

item. 

 DC:  15 + 2/tech level.   
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 Success:  You acquire half the item’s value in widg-

ets, and figure out how the thing works. 

 Failure:  You acquire one-tenth of the item’s value 

in widgets. 

 

SABOTAGE 
You can use engineering to sabotage devices and vehi-

cles.  With this technique, you can inflict effects in-

stantly or when certain conditions occur. 

 Time:  Standard action. 

 DC:  The base DC is 15 with modifiers depending 

on which effect you are attempting (GM’s discretion).   

 Opportunity Attacks:  Sabotage attempts provoke 

opportunity attacks. 

 Duration:  Until the effect is repaired, unless stated 

otherwise. 

 Activation:  The effects of the sabotage occur in-

stantly.  You can increase the DC by 3 to set a triggering 

condition for the sabotage. 

 Detection and Removal:  An engineering check is 

required to spot and remove sabotage (one check for 

each).  The DC is the same as the DC to perform the 

sabotage. 

   

VEHICLE OPERATION     
In previous editions of Amethyst, there were complicat-

ed rules for driving and vehicle operation.  We have 

decided to remove the majority of them.  If you have a 

background near or in a bastion (or similarly techan-

orientated society), then you know how to drive or pilot 

both ground vehicles and/or aircraft.  Routine tasks such 

as ordinary driving don't require a skill check.  You only 

make a check when experiencing unusual circumstance 

(such as stormy weather or a slippery surface), perform-

ing a stunt, or if trying to operate a vehicle while being 

attacked or attacking.  

 Speed:  There are six stages of movement, very 

slow, slow, normal, fast, very fast, and extremely fast.  A 

vehicle can increase it’s movement by one step each 

time it moves, and each vehicle has a top speed.  Speed 

really only comes into play when ramming and when 

attempting to move alongside another vehicle.  We’ve 

left the rest up to you based on the situation.   

 Vehicle Action:  Operating a vehicle can be part of a 

move or standard action.  If you simply control a vehi-

cle, it’s a move action.  If you perform an attack with it, 

it’s a standard action.  If you fail a skill check, you could 

lose control or crash the vehicle depending on the cir-

cumstances.  There shouldn’t be one singular roll to 

determine if a vehicle crashes or not.  If you fail the 

skill check, you should be allowed a saving throw to 

regain control of the vehicle. 

 Crash:  A crash is a catastrophic failure in vehicle 

control.  If you crash, you hit difficult terrain or an ob-

struction.  The vehicle and all occupants inside take 

damage according to the vehicle's original speed.  

 
 Escape:  If all appears hopeless during a crash, occu-

pants can try to escape.  This involves a DC 15 Dex  

check (DC 20 for the driver, +5 if the creature is 

strapped in).  A driver who attempts to escape no longer 

has any control over the vehicle.  Any target failing the 

escape roll by 5 or less still escapes but takes damage 

equal to the vehicle's original speed. 

 Conditions:  Vehicles cannot be affected by a condi-

tion though drivers can. 

 Destroying Vehicles:  Reducing a vehicle to zero hit 

points renders it non-functional.  A vehicle reduced to 

its negative hit point value bursts into flame, immedi-

ately inflicting 3d6 damage to every nearby creature 

until the end of the battle. 

RAM 
 Action:  Ramming requires a standard action.  

 Target:  You can ram any nearby creature or object 

you could target with a melee attack, assuming it’s pos-

sible given the vehicle’s current speed and direction. 

 Attack:  Dexterity or Intelligence vs. PD 

 Hit:  WEAPON + Dexterity or Intelligence damage.   

A vehicle is counted as a WEAPON.  Dice is deter-

mined by the size and speed of the target vehicle.  

 Normal Vehicles:  Normal-sized vehicles inflict 1d6 

damage on a hit.     

 Large Vehicles:  Large vehicles inflict 1d10 damage 

on a hit.  Additionally, if the vehicle is driving fast or 

faster, increase damage dice by one step.  

 Huge Vehicles:  Huge vehicles inflict 1d12 damage 

Speed        Damage 

Very Slow       1d8 

Slow        2d8 

Normal       3d8 

Fast        4d8  

Very Fast       5d8 

Extremely Fast     6d8 

10 

STUNT OR CONDITION DC ACTION 

Driver’s attack  15 Standard 

Evasive driving     

 +1 to AC & PD (for one turn) 15  Standard 

 +2 to AC & PD (for one turn) 20  Standard 

 +3 to AC & PD (for one turn)  25 Standard 

 +4 to AC & PD (for one turn) 30  Standard 

 +5 to AC & PD  (for one turn) 35  Standard 

Flight conditions     

 Strong wind +5 — 

 Raging storm +10 — 

 Tornado / Hurricane  +15 — 

Jump 15-30 Standard 

Road conditions     

 Gravel  +5  — 

 Rain / Snow +10 — 

Easy Stunt 15   

Hard stunt 20   

Crazy stunt  25   

Insane stunt 30   
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on a hit.  Additionally, if the vehicle is driving Normal 

or faster, increase damage dice by two steps.   

 Huge+ Vehicles:  Vehicles larger than huge inflict 

2d8 damage on a hit.  Additionally, if the vehicle is driv-

ing Normal or faster, increase damage dice by two steps.   

 Speed Adjustments:  The damage dice of a vehicle 

can increase or decrease depending on how fast the ve-

hicle is going.  The dice steps are as follows:  1d4 to 1d6 

to 1d8 to 1d10 to 1d12 to 2d8 to 3d6 to 2d10 to 3d8.   

 Very Slow:  Reduce damage by one step. 

 Slow:  No dice adjustment. 

 Normal:  Increase dice by one step. 

 Fast:  Increase dice by two steps. 

 Very Fast:  Increase dice by three steps. 

 Extremely Fast:  Increase dice by four steps. 

 Price of Ramming:  The ramming vehicle suffers 

half damage from the ram.  A vehicle general reduces 

speed when it rams (often times to a stop. 

This can result in additional damage from a crash. 

 Miss:  The target avoids you, and you continue mov-

ing your speed. 

 Colliding:  If the target is a vehicle moving itself, 

the ramming damage may alter accordingly. 

 

ECHAN DISRUPTION FIELD 
(E.D.F.)             
Magic retards the progression of technology.  It breaks 

down lubrications.  It jams gears and shorts out 

electronics.  It overloads batteries.  Everything more 

complicated than basic clockwork is vulnerable, given 

enough exposure, but the more advanced the 

technology, the more susceptible it is; in most places, 

anything up to a simple combustion engine can manage 

with minimal difficulty, but even something as basic as 

a bicycle will break down if caught in the backblast 

from a dragon’s breath (of course, at that point, you 

have bigger things to worry about).  Because magic 

grows as more people use it, bastions are relatively safe 

within the confines of their walls or city limits.  The 

moment they leave their borders and brave the 

outlands, their machinery and electronics begins to 

degrade.  As technology comes into contact with higher 

concentrations of enchantment, it becomes prone to 

interference.  This leads some machines to become less 

efficient, cease working altogether, or – in some rare 

cases – violently destroy themselves.  Whenever 

technology is outside of a bastion, there is little anyone 

can do to impede this disruption.  At best, they can slow 

or delay the effects for a short time.  

 Magical energies and creatures generate what is 

called an Echan Disruption Field (or Enchanted 

Disruption Field), or EDF.  Some bastions even rate an 

ED-I, or ED Index, which charts the hot spots in the 

world which users of technology need to avoid.  The 

low level EDF saturating the entire world interrupts 

radio waves and abrogates the ability of anything other 

than gold wires to channel electricity, preventing 

communication between the bastions and limiting the 

lifespan of batteries. 

DISRUPTION EVENTS 
Disruption is a constant threat, but the rules applying to 

it usually only occur when they are the most inconven-

ient.  Disruption events can occur under the following 

circumstances:  

• The first time in an battle that someone attempts 

to use the device; 

• Whenever a creature that generates EDF touches 

the device (echans attempting to use the de-

vice always results in disruption of TL1 and 

higher devices, no roll required); 

• Any time the device or its wielder is directly af-

fected by magic (any spell or supernatural ef-

fect; enchanting the weapon always disrupts it, 

no roll required);  

• Whenever the device or its wielder suffers a criti-

cal hit from a magical creature; 

• If the device or its wielder is hit by an attack from 

a pincher weapon. 

 Any time outside of a battle that the GM judg-

es appropriate (using technology in a highly 

magical area, etc). 

 

 The GM makes a single d20 roll to check if an item 

is disrupted and which tech level is affected.  

 

 
The result of the disruption roll determines the mini-

mum tech level that can be affected by a disruption 

event, with the highest TL items not currently suffer-

ing disruption being affected first.  

 A targeted disruption always affects the item or char-

acter targeted.  Any number of targeted disruptions can 

occur in a round.  General disruption events usually 

only affect one device at a time.  Outside of a battle, 

treat disruption events as targeted disruptions or choose 

the affected character randomly.  If a general disruption 

event occurs in combat, the character with the lowest 

initiative is affected by the first event, the next lowest 

by the second event, and so on.  If the character has no 

devices of the affected level, no disruption event oc-

curs.  Once all players have been rolled for, return to 

the bottom of the initiative order. Monsters using tech-

nology have their own rules and are not affected by a 

disruption roll.   

Modified Disruption  

D20 Roll 

Result 

0 or lower¹   All Tech Levels affected 

1 Tech Levels 1 and up affected 

2 Tech Levels 2 and up affected 

3 Tech Levels 3 and up affected 

4 Tech Levels 4 and up affected 

5 Tech Levels 5 and up affected 

6 Tech Levels 6 affected 

7-20 No disruption effects 

Natural 20 Critical Collapse 

¹Tech Level 0 items are only affected if the roll is modi-

fied.  The result indicates the highest tech level items 

which are affected that round, if at all. 
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 If the player has multiple items at the same tech 

level, equipment disrupts in the following order: Weap-

on currently in hand, gear in use, armor being worn, and 

any vehicle occupied.  If the character does not have a 

device of the given type, move on to the next in se-

quence.  Equipment not actively in use disrupts in the 

same order, if there are no active devices. If there are 

multiple items of the same type, only one is affected 

(chosen either randomly or by what would be most im-

mediately inconvenient for the character). 

 A player cannot be subject to another disruption 

event until every player has been subject to one this 

sequence.  Additionally, an item cannot be disrupted 

twice (even after it recovers) before every disruptable 

item the character is carrying has been disrupted once 

this sequence. 

 EDF Roll Modifiers:  The GM is invited to increase 

the risk of EDF by adding penalties to the EDF roll. 

 Roll Penalty  
-1 for every non-gimfen echan PC in the encounter 

(including echan humans). 

The following penalties are not cumulative, but do 

stack with each other: 

-2 if any aberrations creatures are in the encounter. 

-1 if any magical or natural beasts are in the encoun-

ter. 

-1 if any fey/fae creatures are in the encounter. 

 

EFFECTS OF DISRUPTION 
A disrupted item no longer functions. Any special abili-

ties or properties the item has cannot be used.  Ballistic 

weapons jam and energy weapons lose their charge.  

Most exo-armor stops moving, rendering the user either 

immobile or restrained. The effect remains until the 

character makes a disruption saving throw.  A character 

with a background in engineering can replace the dis-

ruption save with the following check: DC15 + (2 x 

Tech Level of item).  The character makes one save or 

skill check per round per affected item at the end of 

their turn.  If the roll succeeds, the device is immedi-

ately restored to normal functioning.  If the roll fails, it 

suffers one of the following additional effects 

(determined by how many consecutive failed rolls have 

been made for the device). 

 1st Failure: If the first saving throw fails, the item 

remains disrupted.  

 2nd Failure: If the second saving throw fails, the 

item remains disrupted.  

 3rd Failure: A third and final failed saving throw 

renders the item broken. It is non-functional. It must 

now be fixed. 

 

ECHA-SAFE TECHNOLOGY 
Various technological items are more resistant to disrup-

tion: either the technology is so basic that there is noth-

ing for magic to latch onto, or it is so heavily shielded 

that the EDF cannot affect it. 

 The following cannot be affected by a routine dis-

ruption event: 

• Items with the immune property; 

• Any item created by the experteering engineer’s 

adaptation feature; 

• Any armor not requiring a battery cell 

• Boosters and medical injections; 

• All TL0 gear except TL0 weapons; 

 This does not mean that the item can never be dis-

rupted, but doing so requires a targeted disruption 

event. Magic can get at anything that depends on mov-

ing parts or variable energy states, even something as 

simple as a windmill or waterwheel, so it’s best not to 

invite it in. 

 

RANGE EXPANSION     
Amethyst introduces ranges beyond what is discussed 

in The 13th Age Roleplaying Game.  In addition to en-

gaged, nearby, and far away, Amethyst introduces dis-

tant and extreme.   

 

DISTANT 
While nearby targets are one move away and far away 

targets are two, distant targets are 3-5 moves away.   

When the GM sets the stage of the battle, she factors in 

environmental conditions as well as the size of the area 

to classify distant range.        

 Weapons able to shoot targets far away can still do so 

against distant targets, but they suffer a –4 penalty to 

attack rolls (this is in addition to the penalties already 

incurred for weapons like axes, javelins, and spears at 

far away targets).  

 

EXTREME  
Extreme range is beyond the limit of normal vision.  

Targets this far out general take 6-10 moves to reach.  

Like distant range, when the GM sets the stage of the 

battle, he factors in environmental conditions as well as 

the size of the area to classify extreme range.        

 Generally, medieval weapons cannot reach targets 

this far out, especially weapons like axes, crossbows and 

slings; however, extremely strong creatures and charac-

ters may be able to reach this range with spears, jave-

lins, and longbows.  All small arms, one-handed and two

-handed, can reach targets at extreme range. 

 Regardless of the weapon used, it suffers a –8 penal-

ty to attack rolls against targets this far out (this is in 

addition to the penalties already incurred for weapons 

like axes, javelins, and spears at far away targets).  

 

TECHAN WEAPONS      
Techan weapons are listed by broad examples: if every 

variation from every bastion were to be detailed, the list 

would take up half the book. However, some unique 

weapons are included. 

 Standard Equipment:  At character creation, a 

player can select any TL0 weapon fitting for their 

class except for super heavy weapons and specialty 

weapons.   
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WEAPON RULES       
The following rules apply to all weapons: 

Reloading Weapons:  All weapons are manual or 

clip-loading.  Though these clips may be energy 

cells, they all necessitate the same time to reload.  

Reloading one techan weapon of any type requires a 

move action.  Certain powers. 

 Switching Weapons:  Although drawing a weapon 

is a quick action, switching weapons without drop-

ping one requires two quick actions (one to return—

or sheath a weapon – the other to draw the second).  

Although this would never be an issue with fantasy 

players, techan players may often switch weapons 

several times during an encounter.  Some abilities 

and feats may alter this rule.  
 Basic Chemical Projectiles: The vast majority of 

techan weapons in echa rely on basic chemical propul-

sion.   The earliest firearms used chemical explosives to 

propel its deadly shell toward its victim. Although the 

chemicals evolved as knowledge did, the result re-

mained the same. Requiring no energy cell, standard 

ballistic firearms seldom broke down. As time contin-

ued, the chemicals became easier to locate. Even in the 

largest, most advanced bastions, chemical firearms are 

still popular among those leaving the safety of their 

walls. Assault rifles, autoloaders, bolt sniper rifles, all 

caseless weapons, light machine guns, machine pistols, 

all shotguns, pocket pistols, sniper cannons, and subma-

chine guns utilize chemical projectiles.  There are also 

two subsets of BCP weaponry: 

 Caseless Ammunition: Caseless weapons use unique 

clipless, caseless ammunition. A square-shaped round is 

the entire firing mechanism. The shell is encased inside 

a solid propellant coffin, connected to others, and fed as 

a clip. Each bullet, when fired, incinerates its case, 

ejecting the remnants with the bullet.  Caseless weap-

ons possess massive clip capacities. 

 Electronic Stacked Projectiles (ESP): No longer are 

bullets loaded from an external clip and launched via a  

firing pin. Now they are loaded directly into the barrel, 

separated only by the propellant. The concept dates 

back to traditional fireworks except the stacked projec-

tile weapon does not need to fire its entire payload 

when ignited. Electrical pulses launch the bullets in the 

proper order. Misfires are pushed out by the next 

round, preventing backfire. This removes the need for a 

clip, a firing pin, or for that matter, any moving parts at 

all. The greatest advantage of this technology is a phe-

nomenal firing rate, capable of discharging rounds liter-

ally as a stream of bullets. 

 

WEAPON GROUPS      
The weapons covered here are grouped into the follow-

ing categories based on their general utility.  They do 

not fall into the normal categories of simple, military, or 

superior weapons. 

 Heavy Weapons:  These are large weapon systems 

that require a tripod, a base, a platform, or any other 

stable point from which to fire. 

 Properties:  Because of their cumbersome nature, if 

you move or are moved any distance you suffer a -4 

penalty to attack rolls with heavy weapons until the 

start of your next turn (you can shoot first and then 

move to avoid the penalty on your turn).  You also suffer 

the penalty when using a heavy weapon against targets 

engaged with you. 

 Small Arms, One-Handed:  These are single-handed 

firearms which are renowned for their ease of use and 

compact style, making them an easy choice for those 

preferring stealth.  These weapons include basic pistols 

and small machine guns. 

 Properties:  Firing a one-handed small arm does not 

provoke opportunity attacks.  These weapons include 

basic pistols and small machine guns.  They cannot be 

wielded by larger creatures (i.e.: exo-armor or vehicles). 

 Small Arms, Two-Handed:  These are larger, slight-

ly clumsier weapons usually preferred for their long 

range, high stopping power, and larger clip capacities.  

These include machine guns, most sniper rifles, and 

assault rifles.   

 Properties:  Because of their cumbersome nature, if 

you move more or are moved, you suffer a -2 penalty to 

attack rolls with two-handed small arms until the begin-

ning of your next turn (you can shoot first and then 

move to avoid the penalty on your turn).  You also suffer 

the penalty when using a two-handed small arm against 

targets engaged with you. 

 Specialty Weapons:  These are weapons with a 

unique function that require specific training.  These 

include sonic weapons, pulse weaponry, and rocket 

launchers.  Specialty weapons also count as one- or two-

handed small arms, heavy weapons or super heavy 

weapons for all purposes except proficiency. 

 Properties:  Specialty weapons can  only be used 

with a no-frills basic ranged attack (no maneuvers or 

triggered special abilities) or its own special attack. 

 Note:  Specialty weapons are often rare and ammo is 

generally scarce and limited.  Unlike normal weapons, 

players need to track ammunition for these weapons 

and understand that it can and will eventually run out.  

 Super Heavy Weapons:  These are weapons with 

the potential of incredible damage but with a cumber-

some design.  All super heavy weapons come equipped 

with either a vehicle mount or a tripod.  These large 

weapon systems require a tripod, a base, a platform, or 

any other stable point from which to fire.  Examples 

include heavy guns and artillery weapons.   

 Properties:  Unless the weapon is mounted on a ve-

hicle, exo-armor, or another fixed weapon mount, you 

must use a standard action to plant it in the ground be-

fore firing.  Once planted it cannot be moved unless 

you use a standard action to uproot it.  If you fire a su-

per heavy weapon without planting it, the attack auto-

matically misses and you are dazed until the beginning 

of your next turn.  You cannot target creatures engaged 

with you with a super heavy weapon. 

 Additionally, all super heavy weapons inflict +2 

damage per die.   
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WEAPON PROPERTIES    
Where magical weapons have enhancements, techan 

weapons have properties.  

 Augment:  An augment weapon uses your unarmed 

attack to determine damage dice.  An unarmed attack 

can only benefit from one augment weapon at a time. 

 Auto:  A weapon with the auto property can fire 1   

round of ammunition per attack roll with any power 

without the auto keyword.  You fire 5 rounds of ammu-

nition per attack roll with powers with the auto key-

word.  Some powers have additional abilities when fir-

ing weapons with the auto property. 

   Capacitor:  Capacitor weapons resulted from plasma 

bottle research.  It builds upon this by combining ele-

ments from both plasma and laser technologies.  For the 

capacitor weapons, the shooter can dial up the strength 

of the energy burst. The weapon charges up by siphon-

ing energy from its cell. The weapon discharges plasma 

energy but also uses plasma as its accelerator.  

 Property:  Capacitors have three settings.  Each ad-

ditional charge spent per attack roll increases its damage 

die by one step (1d4 > 1d6 > 1d8 > 1d10 > 1d12 > 2d6 > 

2d8 > 2d10), to a maximum of 3 steps with 4 charges.  

 Special:  All capacitor weapons also have the plasma 

property. 

 Exp:  Explosives are area effects.  When using a 

weapon with an Exp effect, roll 1d4 for the number of 

targets the weapon can affect.  There has to be that 

number of targets in a reasonably close area. 

 Gauss:  These weapons are the most popular weap-

on for techan soldiers in the echan wilderness after the 

standard firearm. Magnetic fields are not affected by 

disruption, a welcome blessing to those living under 

Earth’s blanket of protection.  The specific process of 

accelerating metal shells using magnetism is complicat-

ed, and coil-based and rail-based technology fire their 

shells using different means. All magnetic accelerated 

weapons feature long ranges and high critical ratings. 

They also require changing both a clip and a cell. These 

weapons deliver astounding kinetic potential. 

 Property:  For every maximum result on any of your 

damage dice on a hit (including on critical hits), all oth-

er damage dice on that same hit (including extra dice) 

gain a +1 bonus to damage. 

 Barrel Shot (recharge 11+):  When you drop a crea-

ture with a rail weapon attack; you can make a single 

ranged basic attack on one creature in direct line of ef-

fect in the weapon’s range.   

 Guided:  These weapons assist in aiming after being 

fired and can even make a secondary attack if the first 

one misses.     

 Seeker Shot (recharge 11+).  Reroll if the attack 

misses (you must take the second result). 

 Heavy Auto:  These weapons function the same as 

auto weapons, but have no single shot option.  They 

always fire at least 10 rounds of ammunition per attack 

roll, regardless of the power being used.  Some attack 

powers have additional abilities when firing weapons 

with the heavy auto property. 

 Immune: These weapons cannot be disrupted by 

ambient EDF because of their archaic construction.  

They will still suffer disruption if enchanted or subject-

ed to direct magical attack.    

 Laser:  Any condensed, well-defined beam of light 

can be considered a laser. In history, the initial weapons 

concentrated radiation to a focal point, burning the tar-

get with intense heat: such beams were usually invisi-

ble, which is useful for stealth but less so for accuracy. 

Later developments increased the size, damage poten-

tial, and visibility of these beams. Often, lasers are con-

fused with pulse plasma weapons. The largest differ-

ence is that lasers cut while plasma splashes. Laser 

weapons give away their firer’s position but deliver dev-

astating damage few can resist. They can also track tar-

gets easier with subsequent damage. There are laser 

pistols, rifles, and thumper cannons. 

 Property:  If you hit with a laser, you gain a +1 bonus 

to attack that same target until the end of your next 

turn.  

 Slice (recharge 11+):  If you score a critical hit, make 

a second attack against the same target. 

 Nuclear: These are directed energy weapons similar 

to plasma and laser guns.  Where a laser inflicts con-

densed radiation and plasma inflicts severe heat, weap-

ons with the nuclear property inflict damage via a high-

energy beam of atoms.  Upon impact, they disrupt the 

molecular structure of the target.  Tissue damage from 

radiation is a frequent side effect.  This technology has 

been dubbed a "dirty solution", as it emerges frequently 

before the advancement of high-powered lasers and 

plasma weapons. 

 Property: If you hit with a nuclear weapon, every 

subsequent consecutive hit on the same target gains a 

+1 power bonus to damage (cumulative up to +3). 

 Radiation (recharge 11+):  The target is weakened 

(normal save ends 11+).   

 Pincher:  These weapons deliver an electromagnetic 

pulse that disrupts any item that requires a battery or an 

electric current to operate. 

 Property:  All battery-powered technology on the 

target suffers a disruption roll at -2.  If the target takes 

any damage from your weapon, you can use the follow-

ing power against it: 

 Lightning Pulse (recharge 11+):  The target is 

stunned until the beginning of your next turn.   

 Plasma:  Any weapon employing ionized gas is con-

sidered a plasma weapon. This involves either using the 

magnetically conductive matter as a delivery device or 

as a weapon itself. Magnetism is one of the few scien-

tific constants not broken by the EDF: a plasma weapon 

fires a toroid of superheated gas inside a magnetohydro-

dynamic bubble that is then accelerated from the barrel 

in the same way a railgun fires its iron-core shell. The 

bubble remains solid for a significant time, or until it 

strikes its target, at which point the bubble is dispersed 

and delivers its energetic payload as a cloud of intense 

heat.  There are plasma pistols, rifles, and capacitor can-

nons. 
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 Property: On a hit, you may deal extra fire damage 

equal to your miss damage to one creature near the tar-

get. 

 Ignition (recharge 11+):  The target takes 20 extra 

ongoing fire damage.   

 Self Propelled Projectile (SPP):  SPP weapons start-

ed emerging from Angel R&D and eventually found 

use across the world due to parallel development or sto-

len designs.  They are small rockets fired from pistols or 

rifles that continue to accelerate after an initial air com-

pression push fires them from the shell. Although more 

expensive than traditional firearms, SPPs proved useful 

for engagements when range mattered.  The ammuni-

tion for SPP weapons are sabot rounds, as the shell 

ejected breaks apart, and the contained self-propelled 

projectile ignites, breaking from its seal. All SPP weap-

ons can fire underwater, though their range is halved.  

They are not common but have definitive advantages, 

such as explosive warheads and guidance systems.    

 Property:  SPP weapons also have the guided prop-

erty. 

 Shotgun:  Shotguns impact with tremendous force at 

close range, but this stopping power diminishes rapidly 

further out.  They are fairly distinct and few models are 

on the market. 

 Property:  Shotguns inflict +1 damage per die if fired 

at nearby targets.  At far away, they deal half damage.   

 Sniper:  These weapons contain advanced targeting 

systems for long-range fire.  They are available in 

chemical, laser, and magnetic variations.   

 Targeting Scope:  All sniper rifles are equipped with 

a sniper scope by default.   

 Sonic:  The first sonic weapon was no more than a 

simple high-powered oscillating pain siren generating 

175 decibel (dB) acoustic waves in all directions. Newer 

sonic weapons utilize high frequency ultrasound to car-

ry the painful audio waves in a straight, focused path.  

This technology offers increased range with no adverse 

side effects for the user.   

 Deafened (recharge 11+):  A hit target is hampered 

(normal save ends 11+).   

 Special:  A sonic weapon may be downgraded to 

transmit a normal voice to any target you can see with-

out fear of anyone else overhearing unless they are in 

line of effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAYER BEGINNING    
Read or paraphrase the following: 

 
As you count off the first week without incident, a 
sense of overconfidence begins to settle in.  Your 
vehicle is old, worn, and reliable.  Your weapons 
are clean and maintained. 
 You’ve trained for months, some years, to deal 
with whatever you may encounter.  Seven days 
without even a thrown rock or sharpened stick as 
an opponent—you’re beginning to think this mis-
sion’s threat level was greatly exaggerated.  De-
spite this, the lingering dread of what you may face 
and the decision that awaits you at the end of the 
journey is always present at the back of your 
thoughts. 
 Every day that passes is another reminder of the 
wasteland you’re entering.  The towers of York 
vanished days ago.  You are going beyond even the 
civility of primitive nations.  The gravity of the cri-
sis and repercussions for failure were made clear 
from the beginning. 
 The scrambler is a monstrosity half the size of a 
house.  Twenty forward-mounted high intensity 
discharge lights breathe a swath of light across the 
clearing.  It’s a brute capable of uprooting small 
trees, ignoring pesky obstructions like animals, 
plants, or elves.  It’s too valuable to risk in combat 
as it’s your only way home. 
 Your mission commander’s instructions were to 
the point:  Your target is Colonel Montgomery 
Cross.  He was General Chauk’s highest ranking 
division commander—authority over seven cells in 
the North, including yours.  Six months ago, he fell 
off network.  No warning, no other signs of dis-
tress from him or his men.  Your Command be-
lieves his Leviathan is 550 kilometres northeast of 
York.  It’s a dense forest devoid of any technology.  
All evidence points that Cross has not been killed, 
but has in fact gone rogue, turning to the side of 
enchantment. 
 Cross knows cell locations, unit strengths, weap-
on load outs, vital information regarding your com-
pany’s financial status, technology development, 
most of all, he has seen the face of Chauk… and 
that makes him a liability and target for any num-
ber of opponents including rival mercenary compa-
nies, echan nations, and bastions that would like an 
image to accompany their bounties.  That’s the 
side effect of being successful in war. 
 Your mission will be to follow Cross’s routine 
until you pick up his path, track him to this chapar-
ran forest he’s claimed and verify the status of his 
unit...and his health.  If he’s dead, get proof.  If 
alive, regardless of his mental condition, he simply 
cannot be allowed to continue his...lifestyle.  You 
are to arrest him and any survivors of his unit.  If 
they refuse, they are to be eliminated.  There is a 
2,000 uc bonus for each team member upon your 
safe return. 
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